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-------------------------------------------------------------------------
NEWBORN â€“ Joss Stone
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Kengus

Tuning: Half-step down
*************************************************************************
     G = 320033   Bm7 = x24232   G/D = xxx787        D = xx0232
   Em7 = 022033  Bbm7 = x13121  G6/E = xxx987
 Cadd9 = x32033   Am7 = x02010     C = x-x-10-9-8-8
*************************************************************************

INTRO
G  Em7  Cadd9  G   x2

VERSE I
G                  Em7                Cadd9             G
   What happened to this morning when I, I woke up hung-over?
G                     Em7              Cadd9         G
   What happened to the people, walking hand in hand, yeah?
G                    Em7               Cadd9                    G
   Let s treat this day like a newborn baby, wants to be looked after
G                    Em7          Cadd9            G
   Let s treat this moment like one never felt before, yeah

CHORUS
G                Em7                   Cadd9                 G
  Everybody walk hand in hand, get hold of your land, push together, yeah
G              Em7                  Cadd9                       G
  Everybody get over hate, you turned up too late, that trick s over

VERSE II
G                     Em7               Cadd9           G
   What happened to the story, when the light let go of darkness?
G                       Em7             Cadd9                     G
   What happened to that ray of sunshine?    She was fighting strong
G              Em7                 Cadd9                  G
   No more delay,  no more competing    for a happy ever after
G             Em7            Cadd9                   G
   Today, we play on one team,   yes, that s one team for all

CHORUS
G                Em7                   Cadd9                 G
  Everybody walk hand in hand, get hold of your land, push together, yeah
G                  Em7                  Cadd9                      G
 Now everybody get over hate, you turned up too late, that trick s over



BRIDGE
Bm7                                     (Bbm7) Am7                     (Bbm7)
   We roll on, bleeding weak from strong,      knowing right from wrong
Bm7                                      Cadd9                        G/D...
   What happened to this morning, when I woke up and the world was bruised?

INTERLUDE
...G6/E  C
G/D  G6/E  C

VERSE III
G/D                      G6/E                 C
    See everybody s taking care of themselves
G/D                        G6/E          C
    Not looking out of the widest window
G/D                            G6/E                    C
    Somehow everybody s taking care of themselves, but not no-one else
     G/D
What happened to this morning?
                 G6/E   C
We re stalling our love

CHORUS
G                Em7                   Cadd9                 G
  Everybody walk hand in hand, get hold of your land, push together, yeah
G                  Em7                  Cadd9                      G
 Now everybody get over hate, you turned up too late, that trick s over
G                     Em7                Cadd9
   What happened to this morning when we woke up hung-over?
     G
Like soul ache forever
     G                  Em7           Cadd9
What happened to the day,    when the people walked hand in hand, 

together, man?
G                    Em7               Cadd9  G                     G
  Let s treat this day like a newborn baby,   want to be taken care of
                     Em7
What happened to this morning?
                Cadd9  D
We re stalling our lo----ve
G
  What happened to that day?
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